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EssayPro.com is one of those writing services who use bidding as their main course of
action for providing papers. If you have considered them before or looked at the website,
you are well aware that the task to find a writer is given to the customer, not to the agents.
This is an advantageous opportunity in some ways, and a disadvantage in others. In this
specific case, the mechanism works perfectly, but I did find flaws in the system.

Services Review
Finding your paper in the list is not an issue with bidding sites. You can order whatever you
need, for whichever deadline comes to your mind, and the website will accept the order.
Who will bid on it and how many writers will be willing to write this paper for you is
impossible to know. So, here you have the first advantage and disadvantage of the system.
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Prices Review
My prices review is equally partial as the services review. I cannot give you information
about a full list of prices or services because there isn’t any. Once again, prices depend on
the bids the writer will make, but in this case, you are the one making the final decision.

I believe that this is the key reason why the bidding system is accepted on behalf of
students. No one wants to spend hours waiting for bids, checking those bids and risking the
choice of a writer, unless it can affect the cost of the order. Essay Pro does not choose the
writer for you, but gives you a chance to order for the exact amount you are willing to spend
online.

This is great, but it also means no discounts, no loyalty programs, and no special treatment
for you as a returning customer. If you like the company and keep returning for more, all
you can do to get some benefits is choose the same writer and discuss a better bid with him.
You are simply left on your own, with a customer service offering mediation in case of
troubles.

How good the customer service in providing this is, you will learn later in this essaypro.com
review.

Content Quality
The system is rather popular despite the disadvantages because it offers a unique chance to
choose the price, the writer, and everything that comes with it. For such services, the key
thing to learn is whether the writers are trustworthy, and if the system provides real
information about the bidders.

My ordering from the company enlightened me regarding this matter. The goal was to select
a writer with a reasonable bid, which I did, mostly because the cheapest quotes came from
bidders with fewer stars and smaller portfolios. Not that these were bad, but there were
many other more promising bidders.

This meant that I did not get the cheapest price students probably come to this company for,
but it did help us confirm that the service did not do very well with telling the full truth
about the writers. The writer I chose was one of the best bidders. Even so, he was much
worse in writing than I expected, and demonstrated lack of experience in my essay. If I
chose those writers who offered a price you’d find more inviting, this would probably be an
even worse experience.

Customer Support Agents
As I mentioned, there is a customer support service offering to solve issues you may have
with the writer or the ordering process. I immediately filed a complaint through what is
supposed to be a 24/7 live chat, but got a response after an hour on our e-mail.



The response was positive in the sense that I got a free revision approved by the company,
but this did not help a lot because the writer decided to revise my paper 27 hours after. It
was still not worth the money I paid, but it was much improved afterwards.

Final Thoughts
A bidding system cannot work if you are not honest about and very selective with your
writers. Essaypro.com has a poor system for selecting and vetting writers, and this can
often result in bad quality service.

Because of this, I’d recommend you to stay away from EssayPro as the quality of
their services is not worth what they charge.
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